March 8, 2011

Advantage 900 System Changes

Some of the components for the Advantage 900 Console units have gone End-Of-Life recently. Due to this issue we are replacing these components as well as simplifying the product line. Effective immediately there will only be one motherboard/CPU option available rather than two. We will also be replacing the Windows XP operating system with Windows 7 Professional (32-Bit) as we are no longer able to purchase the XP OS anymore.

The following part numbers will no longer be available:

1) A90x-1Vxxx-xx VIA C3 EBGA 1.3Ghz Processor and VIA Motherboard (Windows XP)
2) A90x-1Pxxx-xx Intel Pentium 4 2.0Ghz Processor and ITOX Motherboard (Windows XP)

The new systems will include an upgraded fanless motherboard, more memory, and the Windows 7 Professional (32-Bit) OS. A summary of the new components and upgraded features is as follows:

Motherboard: ASUS AT5NM10-I Atom D525 (1.8 GHz Dual Core)
Memory: 2GB, DDR2, DIMM 240-pin
Hard Disk: 160GB SATA Hard Disk
Ethernet: PCIe Gb LAN
OS: Windows 7 Professional (32-Bit) Operating System

The new model will retain the existing Advantage 900 base model pricing!

The price list will be familiar with a new base model part number. The new base model part number will be as follows:

1) A90x-1Axxx-xx Intel D525 (1.8GHz Dual Core) and ASUS Motherboard (Windows 7)

This new motherboard will support the legacy Windows XP based machines and will be available for purchase to replace existing motherboards in the event of failure.

Please contact the factory if you have any questions or concerns.